Breaking News
Bombshell Of An Active Story 2
Overview Of Police & Judicial Corruption To The Core
This BREAKING NEWS story stems from an illegal arrest that occurred June 14, 2011, on the Ohio Turnpike in
Lorain County, Ohio.
Keeping in mind if it’s alleged by the trooper I committed a traffic infraction for miles why did it take more time
after passing the motorhome to initiate a traffic stop?
It was alleged that I was pulled over solely for an alleged traffic infraction of tailgating a motorhome too closely
for miles. In fact, the video confirms after legally passing the motorhome, with the trooper filming in tow, and
traveling for at least another mile Ohio State Trooper Christopher Beyer (whom will be referred to hereafter as
Beyer) per his dash cam video clock initiated the alleged traffic stop at 8:40:02.
Beyer approached my vehicle as the video confirms and requested my driver license and my vehicle
credentials. At which point while retrieving my vehicle rental agreement I placed my New York State Driver
License visibly on the passenger seat.
Before retrieving the rental agreement and/or giving Beyer my license Beyer returned to his cruiser testifying to
running a check on the vehicle. That struck me as odd because Beyer never took my license or the vehicle
rental agreement for the possibilities of review.
Suppression hearing and trial testimonies under oath relevant to constitutional and civil protection inquirers
Beyer testified (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial transcripts of June 2012, upper right-hand pages
6-8, lines 10-6) he obtained my driver license and the vehicle rental agreement at this point.
In addition, Beyer compounded his perjured testimony (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial transcripts
of June 2012, upper right-hand page 8, lines 19-23, page 9, lines 10-11, page 10, lines 4-9), by testifying while
further questioning me while standing outside my vehicle before returning to his patrol cruiser he was further
reviewing the vehicle rental agreement and my driver license in detail.
Beyer concluded his testimony (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial transcripts of June 2012, upper
right-hand page 10, lines 4-9) in this timeframe (of timeframe 1), stating "he took my license and rental
agreement back to his cruiser for further review stating "the rental agreement was quite cumbersome large in
fine print."
Timeframe 1 I refer to of the video was between 8:39 and 8:42:08
Which was when Beyer initiated the stop, approached my vehicle for initial questioning, alleged to obtain my
license and the rental agreement, standing outside reviewing the same, before returning to his patrol cruiser
with the mentioned for further review.
Between timeframe 1 the video confirms Beyer never obtained my driver license or the vehicle rental
agreement for the possibilities of review, nor did he at any point review my driver license or the rental
agreement while standing outside at any point, nor did Beyer return to his patrol cruiser with my license or the
vehicle rental agreement for the possibilities of review.
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Timeframe 2 I refer to of the video was between 8:42:08 a.m. and 8:45:30 a.m.
The video clearly confirms between timeframe 2 Beyer never returned to his patrol cruiser with my driver
license or the vehicle rental agreement for the possibilities of review as he testified to.
Timeframe 2 clearly confirms Beyer simply returned to his cruiser and immediately called via cell phone for K-9
assistance which he received an audible prompt in route response.
Unrelated, Beyer made an additional radio transmission while remaining in his cruiser and listened to LEADS
(Law Enforcement Automated Data System) transmissions until the K-9 unit arrived around 8:45:40 a.m.
During Beyer’s suppression hearing and trial testimonies (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial
transcripts of June 2012, upper right-hand page 10, lines 4-9, page 22, lines 13-16), he testified he was
"further reviewing my driver license and the vehicle rental agreement which was quite cumbersome large in
fine print."
He further testified (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial transcripts of June 2012, upper right-hand
pages 13-14, lines 24-18] “while waiting for the K-9 to arrive he tried checking my driver license and the vehicle
rental agreement through LEADS and LEADS responded with a detailed response about its operable status
being out of service at that moment." The video confirms that was a lie.
Before the K-9 arrival, Beyer exited his cruiser approaching my vehicle stating "everything checked out."
Then Beyer gave an instructive and leading gesture of searching my vehicle alleging for safety measures that I
exit my vehicle.
Although in fear of my life, nor me consenting to a search of my vehicle, after I exited my vehicle the video
confirms I immediately locked my vehicle setting its alarm manually and with the car remote.
Beyer confirmed I locked the vehicle via his trial testimonies (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial
transcripts of June 2012, upper right-hand page 13, lines 9-12).
I was subsequently searched and illegally detained in Beyer’s patrol cruiser.
I maintained possession of my cellphones and my vehicle keys and remote.
After being illegally detained Beyer remained outside his cruiser. Shortly thereafter trooper Michael Trader
(whom hereafter will be referred to as Trader), and K-9 Argo came into dash cam view beelining straight for my
vehicle trunk area initiating an alleged open-air sniff.
Timeframe 3 I refer to of the video is between 8:45:40 and 8:50 a.m.
Per the video, K-9 Argo did not indicate on the trunk for the presence of narcotics. In fact, nor did K-9 Argo pay
any attention to the lower or to the mid portion of the vehicle the life of the alleged open-air sniff. K-9 Argo was
primarily following Trader’s right hand.
Clearly, once Trader and Argo reached the driver side rear quarter panel area, after there we no prior
indications, Trader clearly squares K-9 Argo to the vehicle and tapped the vehicle 2 to 4 times where K-9 Argo
starts to immediately scratch the identical area where Trader just tapped.
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At which point Beyer approached his patrol cruiser where I was illegally detained and alleged the K-9 just
alerted to the presence of narcotics, which illegally induced probable cause.
The video confirmed against protocol and procedures Beyer turned his body mic off (timeframe 3 Beyer
continuously turned his body mic off and on totally against protocol, procedures, and legal protections), without
my consent he took the vehicle keys. In addition, without legally requesting or obtaining a warrant per
constitution protections Beyer visibly used the vehicle remote and illegally broke into the locked vehicle.
The constitutionally and civilly invading activities and violations continued the life of the stop.
Per Trader’s suppression hearing testimony, he testified (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial
transcripts of June 2012, upper right-hand page 37, lines 1-23, page 38, lines 16-22, page 13, lines 17-23,
pages 14-15, lines 22-2, page 16, lines 4-12) K-9 Argo legally and solely indicated to the presence of narcotics
as legally required.
I filed an internal complaint (Oyezzz exhibit "AAE", the internal complaint filed), February 5, 2014.
Note, I was denied an operable copy of the video from 2011 to 2014. In fact, I witnessed the video for the first
time with the trial jurors on February 11, 2014.
On cross-examination, I instructed my trial attorney Mark Aufdenkampe to ask Trader why did he square K-9
Argo to the vehicle and tapped the car 2 to 4 times where Argo started to immediately scratch after the taps.
After questioning Trader regarding Trader acknowledging the tapping alleging now there was a need to get K-9
Argo's attention.
Clearly, Trader’s trial testimony in 2014 conflicted with his suppression hearing testimony relevant in 2012.
*Important to note, unauthorized and without any prior communications relevant to the date on or before my
suppression hearing commenced in June 2012, my retained and alleged defense attorney Jack Bradley waived
the viewing of my strongest piece of evidence (Oyezzz exhibit "J", suppression hearing trial transcripts of June
2012, upper right-hand pages 17-19, lines 21-10) being trooper Beyer’s dash cam video but allowed the
prosecutors to refer to selected portions of the video after the three time frames referred to within.
Why? Clearly, there were no strategic values in helping his client. Bradley’s actions or lack thereof could only
harm his client.
My retained and alleged defense attorney Jack Bradley did not even prepare my suppression hearing motion
that was submitted November 4, 2011. That was done by the legal counsel I retained in New York. As the
detailed timeline/record will reflect per my specific instructions Jack Bradley was only the face of submission in
Lorain County.
Jack Bradley was also instructed prior to the submission of my suppression hearing motion in 2011 to not
submit anything in my name and/or make any final or strategic decisions without my knowledge and most
importantly my final approval.
The second and final day of my trial on February 12, 2014, I was late because of a subzero arctic freeze winter
storm at that time.
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The trial resumed without my presence even though my lawyer Mark Aufdenkampe was acutely aware of the
situation because of my constant communication with him. When I reached the courtroom I was immediately
questioned by trial judge John Maraldi regarding my tardiness.
I immediately notified the trial judge of why and informed him that my lawyer knew the same, which my lawyer
confirmed and apologized to the court for not notifying the court about it.
That required the trial judge to ask me did I object to the trial commencing without my presence. I absolutely
objected.
In addition, I took advantage of my forum at that point and immediately notified the trial judge, John Maraldi per
my constitutional and trial rights, that I wanted to recall both troopers Christopher Beyer and Michael Trader to
address 4th amendment violations.
The trial judge subsequently denied my recall request in the middle of trial without my lawyer objecting, stating
"trooper Beyer cannot be recalled because trooper Beyer was out of state on vacation."
The trial judge also denied my request to recall Trader even though he was present sitting at the prosecutor’s
table the life of the trial even though judge Edward Zaleski did not allow Beyer and Trader to be present for one
another's testimonies during the suppression hearing in 2012.
Another important question was asked by the defense during the trial to Beyer regarding were there any prior
investigations, information, etc. possibly targeting the defendant.
Beyer’s response was "no, the arrest was a traffic stop that turned into an investigative stop."
For the public’s knowledge, the mentioned magnifies the importance of our constitutional and civil protections.
Subsequently, the jurors lost there way and I was illegally found guilty and within an hour I had several other
hearings and was sentenced to 11 years to be served day for day with an MDO (major drug offender)
specification.
I immediately notified the trial court of my desire to appeal at which point I was appointed counsel whom I
didn't trust because his office neighbored Jack Bradley’s office in Lorain.
On or around March 19, 2014 at my home address in Buffalo, New York I received a formal response from
Ohio Highway Patrol, Milan Post (via Oyezzz exhibit "AAJ") regarding my internal complaint filed prior to trial
asserting Beyer falsified the arrest reports, committed perjury relevant, amongst a host of other constitutionally
and civilly invading activities sum totalling constitutional, civil, protocol & procedure violations. Beyer’s
superiors at Milan Post asserted he followed the law in a lawful arrest relevant.
Soon after via an independent route I received a K-9 report specifically per K-9 Argo’s and Trader’s unit service
record (via Oyezzz exhibit "AAI"), which in part stated K-9 Argo cannot and could not at the time of arrest
legally detect the presence of narcotics. The report also stated (page 20 of 20) this unit should have not been
legally patrolling the highways of Ohio. Per the K-9 report (pages 9-13 of 20), it was well documented dating
back to 2010 that K-9 Argo was considered "highly prompt dependent" meaning he reacts best from human
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commands. Also per the K-9 report, pages 5-9 of 20 Video Analysis and 10 of 20, the report confirmed K-9
Argo’s prompt commands were tapping.
Soon after May of 2014 per my instructions that appellate counsel works for me and must deal directly with me
regarding his hire, my family hired Cleveland's own Paul Mancino Jr. to handle my appeal as instructed.
To date besides two lawyer payments by my family paying Mancino in full, personally, although I've attempted
correspondence via certified mail, third-party emailing, phone calls, etc. prior to my brief submission with
specific instructions to be included in my appeal I was completely ignored by Mancino. In fact, Mancino did not
even notify the appellate courts of him representing me.
Listen, true story I can't make this up. My appeal was actually due July 2014. It just so happened that the
appointed appellate attorney I didn't trust, Paul Griffin, was at the appellate courts when my docket or whatever
came up. The appellate court questioned him in detail as to why wasn't my appeal brief completed and or
submitted at which point he notified the courts I was no longer on his caseload. He notified the court he turned
the file over as instructed by Paul Mancino Jr. May 2014.
Because of the confusion thankfully the attorney that I did not trust requested a time extension on my behalf
and the court understandably granted the same.
Attorney Griffin who I didn't trust immediately notified Mancino about his deficiencies (Oyezzz exhibit "AAL &
AAM") and sent me a copy of the same.
Again, without any attempts of communicating with me and or responding to me directly, Mancino rushed
completion of my appeal brief and submitted it September 2014 without even directly sending me a copy of the
same. Ever.
June 2015 (Oyezzz exhibit "AAS", Court Of Appeals Decision Filed, upper center pages 10-11, paragraphs 22
& 23 in part states), on direct appeal the appellate judges as quoted in detail specifically relied on Beyer’s and
Trader’s perjured testimonies, constitutionally, and civilly invading activities stating in part as highlighted a-e
below not limited to:
a. "After this two-minute discussion with Jackson, Trooper Beyer returned to his police cruiser to review the
rental agreement, which he described as "cumbersome" and containing "fine print", and to begin checking
Jackson's license and registration."
Timeframes 1 & 2 of the video supports Beyer's testimony was that of perjury and the appellate court relied on
Beyer’s perjured testimony.
b. "Trooper Beyer also called for the canine unit to assist him. However, at this time, the LEADS system was
down and the background check could not be completed."
Timeframe 2 of the video supports Beyer's testimony was that of perjury and the appellate court relied on
Beyer’s perjured testimony.
c. "Trooper Beyer went back to Jackson's vehicle and said: Mind coming back for a minute."
Timeframes 2 & 3 of the video confirms again the appellate court is relying on perjured testimony.
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Timeframe 2 the video supports Beyer’s return to Jackson's vehicle initially stating "everything checked out"
etc.
d. "At the time that the dog alerted on the vehicle, the LEADS system was still down, Jackson's license and
registration check still had not been completed, and the traffic citation still had not been issued."
Timeframes 1 & 2 of the video confirms again the appellate court relied on perjured testimony and or
constitutionally and or civilly invading activities.
Again, because Beyer never had the defendant’s driver license and/or rental agreement for the possibilities of
review, which illegally extended the traffic stop not limited to.
Nor did Beyer ever attempt to run Jackson's license or the rental agreement information through LEADS as he
testified to, which illegally extended the traffic stop not limited to.
Nor did LEADS ever suggest, reply, or radio anything about its operable statuses going out and or coming
back into service as Beyer's perjured testimony stated in timeframe 2 or the life of the video. Which also
illegally extended the traffic stop not limited to.
e. Undeniably in addressing constitutionally and civilly invading activities not limited to a 4th Amendment
Violation, the points highlighted in a-e individually and collectively supports the Suppression Hearing Judge
Edward Zaleski June 2012, the Trial Judge John Maraldi February 2014, and the Ninth District Court of
Appeals Appellate Judges June 2015 individually and collectively relied on and perpetuated Troopers Beyer’s
and Trader’s perjured testimonies and or constitutionally and or civilly invading activities.
Undoubtedly, individually or collectively if legally reviewed per the facts and not the perjured testimonies and or
constitutionally and or civilly invading activities the legal outcome would have been favorably different for the
defendant.
Why? The answer is very simple and clear supported by the video in timeframes 1, 2, and 3 as clearly
highlighted within.
Clearly Troopers Beyer, Trader, and Argo poisoned the judicial process from the very beginning of this traffic
stop by violating protocol & procedures of a traffic stop, manipulating and violating constitutional & civil
protections of a traffic stop and its length etc., falsifying the arrest reports, pondering & acting on perjury and
predetermined illegal sets of circumstances, in addition to submerging themselves in countless other
constitutionally and civilly invading activities the life of this stop.
In fact, I learned about the decision from another one of my unrelated attorneys in New York 6/15.
To sum it up, Mancino, between the timeframe of May 2014 and July 2015 besides receiving payment from my
family, personally I've never seen, spoken to, or heard from Paul Mancino Jr. via any vehicles of
correspondence, attorney visits, or any other forms of communications until July 2015 (Oyezzz exhibit "AAT").
How can any level of my defense counsel be considered any form of effective assistance of counsel?
More importantly across the country, be it appointed or retained counsel, this is the quality of representation
that the DNA of mass incarceration and overcharging and over indicting resides upon.
Regardless of a lawyer’s name, reputation, or credentials none of that matters if the lawyer does not apply his
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talents or resources to you or for you.
In light of the Dr. Blasey Ford/Kavanaugh explosion, the Paul Manafort sentence, the Michael Cohen
investigation and associations, and so many like situations, compared to the ground levels of society, the
violations of racial profiling amongst so many other constitutionally and civilly invading activities being
perpetuated not limited to the double standards that has graduated perceptions across our judicial landscape
continues.
Internal complaints were filed against the attorneys and judges with the appropriate entities regarding canon
code violations, Supreme Court rules of the bar violations, Ohio rules of professional conduct violations, and
more. All were either ignored or denied (Oyezzz exhibit "AAR").
What remains extremely concerning is the system, as it is currently set up, internally and externally is clearly
failing and harming the American people and the perceptions of the American judicial processes to an alarming
degree.
Per the mentioned documents, transcripts, video, etc. referred within, all are available on my Oyezzz Facebook
business page for your review (exhibits A - AAAE, etc.) in a timeline from June 2011 to date. The mentioned
video to date remains my star key witness that speaks volumes. However, the appellate courts and the state of
Ohio refused to review and or acknowledge the first 10 minutes of the video’s undeniable truths for the obvious
reasons.
Therefore, for educational or personal purposes take a first-hand look into our judicial process with an ongoing
constitutionally and civilly invading active story to gage want a family member, a friend, or even what some of
your enemies may be going through fighting for there liberty.
The current status of this injustice/crime committed by Beyer, Trader, Argo, and the state of Ohio, etc. is:
1. As of November 2018, I was denied after federal review.
My appeal motion is contained on the Facebook page for global review. After your review with specific
attention to the three mentioned timeframes specified, which is the same in the motion compared to the
officers’ provided testimony, your question will be how can the legal not see the lies.
In addition, after the thorough review of the officers’ constitutionally and civilly invading activities, the court of
the public opinions will be extremely clear.
The question will present itself as to why is the judicial process purposely ignoring constitutionally and civilly
invading activities abroad regarding this and like matters?
It’s alleged judges and lawyers have an elite comprehension of the truth and law. Although that may be true
the facts within do not exceed the obvious and common sense.
2. As the fight continues I'm now in the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals appealing the federal decision.
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE SIXTH CIRCUIT
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www.ca6.uscourts.gov
Case No. 19 – 3007
Wow, I totally understand that the enclosed thus far is a lot to digest. However I beg of you to stay with me
because the enclose and like constitutionally and civilly invading activities continues to be active practices that
adversely affects every culture, tens, possibly hundreds of thousands of illegal cases, millions of families,
generations of our youth, equality, the betterment of mankind, and so much more.
Like you, I am no perfect individual but in quoting an old folk saying, "the pot cannot continue to call the kettle
black."
A sad reality is far too many convictions, probation, and parole placements are being forced to stand across
America even after the invading violations are brought to the appropriate parties’ attention even when the
evidence is wholeheartedly favorable to the accused such as the proof of the video mentioned within.
The video proof highlights so many actual and mental stigmas that millions of citizens and noncitizens have to
contend with prior to traffic or investigative stops, arrest reports, grand jury processes, indictments, plea offers,
trials, and or convictions leading to probation or parole if we are that lucky.
The video vividly supports an array of extremely alarming and serious premeditated constitutional and civil
violations acted on by Beyer, Trader, and K-9 Argo ultimately supported by the State of Ohio amongst many
others individuals and judicial entities.
To date the constitutionally and civilly invading violations are not limited to racial profiling, falsifying arrest
reports, committing perjury, illegally induce probable cause, illegal search & seizure, fruits of a poisonous tree,
Miranda violations, and more.
When all these, and like violations, are of an active practice believe there are liability precautionary measures
to the best of the judicial parties’ abilities.
Therefore who were the individuals, and entities, who had direct knowledge of the video before the felony
hearing of 2011, the grand jury process of 2011, the indictment and or true bill of 2011, the suppression
hearing June of 2012, all pretrial hearings in 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, and the trial February of 2014?
In addition, why was the internal complaint filed, submitted February 2014 (certified mail tracking numbers:
7013 1710 0001 1868 4437), prior to trial not thoroughly reviewed and or investigated per the video, evidence,
etc. compared to the actual complaint?
Approaching spring of 2019 the internal complaint remains 100% accurate to this very day. The truth does not
fluctuate only lies do.
The constitutionally and civilly invading activities highlighted in the first three time frames and throughout the
life of the video compared to the relevant arguments before the courts are extremely clear.
Some of the individuals whom undeniably had knowledge of the constitutionally and civilly invading activities
per the video were:
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1. Ohio State Troopers Christopher Beyer and Michael Trader
2. The DEA and their task force agents Geno Taliano and Catlin SzcePinski
3. The Lorain County Prosecutor’s Office
4. My retained counsel Jack Bradley
5. Trial Judge Edward Zaleski
6. Trial Judge John Maraldi
7. Defense counsel Mark Aufdenkampe
8. Ohio Highway Patrol, Milan Post
9. Internal Affairs
10. And those known and unknown who saw it
The video in its original, highlighted, or edited versions accompanied with the documented record clearly
supports an array of constitutionally and civilly invading activities and violations.
The affidavit and appendix atop the Oyezzz Facebook business page will easily guide you through the video
and the exhibit list ranging from A-AAAE, plus additional motions.
In the appropriate timeline of hearings, events, etc., although the documents/transcripts vary the exhibits are
also numbered by appendix pages.
The video I rely on was the sole piece of evidence the Lorain County Prosecutors office relied upon as well.
Besides Beyer, Trader, and the video there was no other evidence against me. There was no DNA, no
fingerprints, or other conflicting evidence.
Many will question how was the video so important to the State of Ohio but now is so important to me. The
answer is this simple.
The State of Ohio relied on a cell phone conversations well after my constitutional and or civil rights were
violated, after being illegally stripped of my liberty, amongst a host of other invading violations that poisoned
the alleged traffic and or investigatory stop.
In addition, well before the K-9 was illegally prompted by tapping 2 to 4 times to illegally induce probable
cause, and well before narcotics were found.
In short, the first 10 minutes of the video supports the troopers’ constitutionally and civilly invading activities
violated any and all legal realms of the traffic stop and or an investigatory stop as well as protocol and
procedures.
The prosecutors were able to pull this off by getting my defense counsels and all other parties to stand mute or
ignore the legal ramifications and the clear violations being committed in the first three timeframes on the video
I rely on to get to their desired portion of the video.
Logically, and or legally, there are no other reasonable or justifiable explanations.
My defense counsel Jack Bradley, Mark Aufdenkampe, as well as the State of Ohio Lorain County Prosecutors
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specifically led and manipulated Beyer and Trader through these three specific timeframes.
The three targeted timeframes all support perjury regarding obtaining and reviewing my driver license and the
vehicle’s rental agreement while standing outside the vehicle in timeframe 1, alleging to further review the
same and alleging attempts of LEADS inquires in timeframe 2, illegally inducing probable cause in timeframe
3, amongst many other constitutionally and civilly invading activities and violations the remaining life of the
video.
Again the video clearly supports timeframes 1 and 2 surrounding the Beyer testimony were entirely founded on
perjured testimony acted on and relied upon by the state of Ohio throughout the judicial and appeal processes.
Specifically to the public for educational purposes, unfortunately, these types of constitutionally and civilly
invading activities are active practices across the country.
To be frank, they happen all the time and will continue to happen as long as the double standards of our
judicial landscape are allowed to survive.
Just because members of the judicial community may feel their person and or profession has been violated or
rubbed the wrong way or cannot pressure someone into an arena of a plea bargain it’s not okay for the judicial
community or their fraternity members to abuse their resources or the authority that has been allotted to them
under oath to uphold, preserve, and protect justice.
If law enforcement or their fraternities create their own justice outside the strict parameters of law and authority
they are bound by, they are no different then those they alleged to police.
The constitutionally and civilly invading activities supported by the three timeframes I rely on within being
committed by Beyer, Trader, and Argo were acted on and supported throughout the judicial process by the
mentioned highway patrol, the prosecutor’s office, and all other individuals and entities mentioned and
unmentioned.
In fact the constitutionally and civilly invading activities birth some of the following legal questions in my specific
case, not limited to:
1. In August of 2011 why would the Lorain County prosecutor’s office present information to a grand jury
process that was known to be false and constitutionally and civilly invading?
2. In September of 2012 after the suppression hearing testimonies of both trooper Beyer and Trader why would
Judge Edward Zaleski perpetuate constitutionally and civilly invading activities that were supported by the
video?
Specifically referring to the first 10 minutes of the video but not limited to when Judge Edward Zaleski referred
to three specific timeframes himself in his written decision September of 2012 appearing to conceal the
invading video events.
Targeting one of many constitutional violations was the vehicle of known perjured testimony committed by
Beyer when questioned about 4th amendment implications regarding how did he detain me until the K-9
arrived?
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Beyer’s response per his suppression hearing testimony (see Oyezzz exhibit "J", page 10, lines 4-9) as quoted
"he was reviewing the rental agreement which was quite large in cumbersome in the fine print."
Again the video confirms that was totally fabricated because the video confirms per time frames 1 & 2 he never
obtained my driver license or the vehicle rental agreement for the possibilities of review on June 14, 2011.
3. The suppression decision filed alleged Judge Edward Zaleski "Denied" my suppression hearing motion
September 2012.
However, the original decision I received from my attorney Jack Bradley’s law office via his secretary
October/12 confirmed Judge Edward Zaleski "Granted" my suppression hearing motion. (See Oyezzz exhibits
"N" & "O".) Pay specific attention to the very last sentence on page 3, right above judge Edward Zaleski’s
alleged signature in both exhibits “N” & “O”.
How would my attorney and his secretary have conflicting decisions relevant at his law office?
In addition comparing Judge Edward Zaleski signature on his suppression decision compared to his
reconsideration decision filed, clearly, the signatures differ beyond a forgery level.
Clearly, the suppression hearing alleged decisions are identical, however again l received the "Granted"
version at the beginning of October 2012 from my lawyer Jack Bradley’s secretary.
The trillion dollar question remains: who altered Judge Edward Zaleski signature that differs from his
reconsideration decision signature?
Also who whited out the final sentence on page 3, "Granting" the suppression hearing motion per Oyezzz
exhibits "N" & "O"?
4. Why was Beyer turning his body mic on and off the life of the illegal arrest June 14, 2011, against protocol
and procedures?
5. Regarding Brady violations and credibility concerns. July 3, 2013, a Brady request was filed.
A partial response was received October 2013 relevant to the Brady request file.
Why was the mentioned Brady request file completely ignored by the State of Ohio, the trial judge John Miraldi,
my defense counsel Mark Aufdenkampe, etc., to this very day?
My defense counsel arguably surpassed the realm of ineffective assistance of counsel to a criminal degree.
I do acknowledge the magnitude of my presentation and although some may be appalled the documented
record and the video wholeheartedly supports the enclosed position not the State of Ohio or its judicial
process.
Its undeniable one state of corruption cannot convict an alleged other state of corruption. In fact, there are no
criminal acts or domestic charges that supersedes the constitutionally and civilly invading activities, violations,
and arguably crimes that Beyer and Trader are exhibiting in the three timeframes relied upon in the video.
Lorain County and the state of Ohio continues to perpetuate poisonous processes at the public’s expense.
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The content, within, demonstrates constitutionally and civilly invading activities acted upon in a tainted judicial
process.
The troopers’ constitutionally and civilly invading activities and violations documented and supported by the
video are far worse then any alleged criminal acts these troopers alleged to police.
Unfortunately, racially speaking, if the mentioned and unmentioned troopers were externally reviewed, their
targeted, arrest, and conviction disparities speak volumes based on race.
Those disparity numbers will increase drastically undoubtedly for non-residents if you are of color. Don't
believe me do the research and I'll assure you the numbers won't lie.
In closing, until we are ready to acknowledge and address some of the key ingredients, truths, and corruptive
natures that define many of the judicial flaws that supersede the average citizen, demographic, race, or culture
we will continue to be stuck in a state of madness.
Just like we can't do all bad expecting all good, we can't keep propelling with a “do as I say not as I do”
mentality.
Lastly and respectfully throughout these trying times if I at any time appeared to be disrespectful or arrogant
toward anyone, sincerely that is not, nor was it ever, my intentions while sharing my story that is so much
larger then me, any individual or criminal case, any race, community, or culture.
Oyezzz a bombshell of an active story.
What does open your eyes mean to you?
Clifton Jackson Reporting, The Oyezzz Press ITL (Inside The Lines)
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